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WHICH WAY TIlE HORN OF AFRICA:
DISlN1EGRAnON OR CONFEDERAnON?

Daniel Kendie

Inttoduction

Djibouti. Ethiopia. Somalia. and the Sudan occupy an area of
some 4 million square kilometers and have a combined population of
over 80 million people. of which some 10 million have become
refugees. war-displaced pcnons and drought victims. t By all accounts,
the four neighboring countries are also among the least developed of the
developing nations.2 They also have to grapple with a series of
destabilizing developments including disintegrative cthnicity,
primordialism or nationalism. predicated upon demands for ethnic self
determination. Is this a new phenomenon peculiar to the Hom of
Africa, or a world-wide trend?

In 1904. for instance, Joseph Chamberlain (1836--1914)
confidently assured the citizens of Binningham thai the day of small
nations was over. BUI sixteen years later, and contrary to his
prediction. some 42 nation~$tof whom were new and small
showed up in Geneva and joined the League of Nations. Seventy-twO
yean later. however, some of these. nations are disintegrating. One of
them, Yugoslavia, for example, has become a metaphor for the collapse
of a multi-ethnic state and for the "balkanization" of the Balkans. It is
rapidly disintegrating into its small constilUenl nationalisms such as
Croatia. Slovenia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Macedonia, and
promises to split even funher into (still) smaller groups like Kosovo,
Voivodina, and others, which in turn are demanding their own
autonomy.

Benedict Anderson defines the nation as an imagined political
community that is inherently limited. Many "old nations" once thought
fully consolidated, find themselves challenged by "sub"-nationalisms
within their borders-nationalism which nalUraUy dream of shedding
their sub-ness one happy day. The reality is quite plain: the end of the
era of nationalism, so long prophesied. is not in sight. Indeed. nation
ness has become lhe most universally legitimate value in the political life
of our time. N81ion, nationality, nationalism-all have proved
notoriously difficuh 10 define. let alone to analyze. In conlrllSt to the
immense influence that nationalism has exerted on the modem world,
plausible theory about it is conspicuously meagre.l

If Anderson finds difficulty in defining nationalism, Clifford
Geenz. focuses on "developing" countries and argues that the central
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problem for many people in these countries is that the primordial group
is the unit with which they identify, through which their values and
beliefs are transmitted and which, in a very real sense, makes life
meaningful to them. At times. indeed. the primordial group is the
terminal one, representing the major unit of socially legitimate and
effective authority. Thus. primordial groups in developing countries
may sometimes stand for "totalities of life."4 This observation may also
be equally valid for the Western world. How else are we to explain the
conflicts in Quebec, Scotland, Ireland. Wales. Corsica. Brittany, or
among the Basques (Euskadi), Walloons, and Remgs?

On the other hand, Eric Hobsbawn provides what could perhaps
be described as an insightful and illuminating study. He maintains that
no satisfactory criteria can be discovered as to which one of the many
human collectivities should be utilized to understand tthnicity. Such
criteria as languages and common terrilOry, he says, are themselves
fuzzy and ambiguous. They can change and shift in time. Development
in the modern world economy generates vast population movements.
As a result, it constantly undermines ethnic-linguistic homogeneity.
Indeed, we could even add that since all aspectS of cultural pluralism
and transmission are constantly in a state of flux, the resultant effect is
that each group and society itself continually evolves or changes. In the
process, some groups are assimilated, others form, still others grow
larger. Hobsbawm equally questions the utility of what is called
"national consciousness" because the great majority of the masses,
especially the workers and peasants are the last to be affected by il.5

In so far as there are no antagonistic contradictions dividing
peasants or workers belonging to one ethnic group from workers and
peasants of other ethnic groups, could we then say that "ethnicity" and
"nationalism" are simply a pre-occupation of marginalized and alienated
intellectuals who seek 10 use it as a political leverage to achieve power?
H this is a valid argument, we could raise two questions: To what extent
do the problems of resource allocation within the state interact with
political, ideological and administrative problems and pass for ethnic
conflicts? And to what extent would the co-optation of the alienated elite
by the state promote stability and unity?

The majority of the nations of the world are ethnically
heterogeneous. In fact, there are only a few ethnically and linguistically
homogeneous states among the 170 of the world's political entities, and
probably none that include anything like the totality of the "nation."
Nevertheless, at a time when some twenty states that have become
members of the United Nations have a population of less than 250,000,
the argument that a territory is far too small to constitute a state can no
longer be convincingly maintained. Such states--even much larger
ones---of course, are not independent in any meaningful sense.
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Politically and militarily they are helpless without outside protection as
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Otad. Somalia, Djibouti, and others have
shown. Economically, they are even more dependent Few would-be
state·buildm in such territories hope to go it alone. It appears that they
want to exchange dependence on a single state economy for dependence
on a larger economic unit which can only limit sovereignty just so
much.6

BUI why should anyone wish to set up such states, mostly by
breaking up existing political units? The usual reason given by would
be state-builders is that the people of the temtory have "constituted" a
"narion" from the beginning of time, or thai they are a "special" ethnic
group with their own languages. cullure. and history. or that they
cannot live under the "domination" and "exploitation" of strangers. The
right of self-determination, mey argue, implies the establishment of
stales thai coincide with nations.1 Invariably, they reinforce their
arguments by referring to thinkers like lohn Sman Mill (1806-1873).
who conlend that ethnically homogeneous states are more likely to be
democratic. stable. and viable than multi-ethnic states.

The fact that ethnic differences exist within a state cannot by
itself be a sufficient reason for ethnic conflicts to occur. Historical
memories may be more crucial than ethnic differences for the
maintenance of peace and stability. Conflicts can consistently occur
even in societies where no marked linguistic, religious or ethnic
differences exist. In Somalia. for example. the great majority of the
people speak one language called Somali and adhere to Sunni Islam.'
Yet, this "oneness" has neither prevented one of the bloodiest civil wars
in contemporary Africa from occurring. nor the disintegration of that
country from occurring. Former British Scmaliland (Nonhern Somalia)
is now the independent state of "SomaliJand." In contrast, many multi
ethnic and multi-religious states like Singapore. Thailand. Switzerland.
and Malaysia hold together. How can this be explained?

There have been many studies that claim to provide explanations
of various phenomena connected with what is called primordialism.
ethnicity. or nationalism. However. they have remained essentially
descriptive or theoretical rather than explanatory.9 What are called
ethnic or nationality conflicts may be fought under the banner of
kinship. language or religion to give practical meaning to the "cause."
but one wonders if resistance to political exclusion and economic
marginalization is not in actual fact what masquerades as ethnicity.
nation-ness. or nationali~themore so. when it is being deliberately
foSlered by the elite as a means of advancing their political goals of
power acquisition.

If ethnicity is nOI biological or genetic. but something created
that becomes a mailer of identity over time. the following crucial
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questions could also be raised: Can society produce leaders who
transcend narrow affinities and personal gains. who build bridges. not
erect fences, and who promote peaceful interaction and social justice by
addressing the inequities that fuel the conflict? In other words. is it
possible to promote social justice by meeting basic human needs and
opportunities for social and economic beltennent, irrespective of ethnic
identity? What lesson could be learned from states thai have been able
to live together despite internal ethnic differences. and which have given
all ethnic groups a role in running a country and offer incentives for
cooperation?

The Forces of Disintegration in the Hom of Africa

There are two major sources of disintegration in the sub-region:
I) external and 2) internal.

External Forces. There is the tendency of nations of the sub
region to avoid direct interVention in the internal conflicts ofone of their
neighbors. but to arm and aid various internal parties in order to
overthrow an existing regime. In the recent past, this was done either to
promote the vested interests of the major world powers. or to advance
the goals of one of the regional powers of the Middle East. Such
actions have contributed to the observed rise in ethnic conflicts and
separatism, and rekindled mutual suspicion and halTed. Today,
however, with the lessening of the direct hegemony of the global
powers in the Hom of Africa. the sub-region seems to be at the mercy
of Iran. Libya. Saudi Arabia. Syria, Israel. Iraq, or Egypt. Is it,
therefore, destined to continue to be a battlefield for Arab-Israeli
confrontation, or of Shi'itelSunni hostilities!

There are also the numerous inter-state connicts in the Hom of
Africa whose continued existence has only accelerated the disintegrative
process at the national level. The nature of the conflicts and their
consequences are too well-know to need a recitation here.1o Suffice it
to say that in JUSt 28 years. Ethiopia and Somalia. for example, fought
five major wars and twelve minor ones, only to create more problems
without solving the old ones.

The pressures that Sudan and Ethiopia brought upon each other
could also hardly be described as generating the spirit of good
neighborliness. When funds and scarce resources are diverted from
urgent development needs into armaments, and when neighboring
countries devote their energies and finances to ruin each other. the result
can only be ttagic. exacting a staggering toll in human life. destroying
property, triggering large-scale displacement of peoples. and
considerably retarding their growth and development efforts.
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InterllOl Forces. On the other hand, the internal forces of
disintegration can be identified u the foUowing:

I. Groups demanding complete independent sovereignly from
the nation into which they were placed. Examples would be Eritteall
and Nonhem Somalial1.

2. Groups with legilimalt grievances to whose demands
successive regimes lent deaf ears, and who are now busy debating the
advantages of separatism against those of participation; e. g., Southern
Sudan, Kordufan, the Oromas. Tigrai, the Afars of Djibouti, and
others.

3. There are situations where stale and ethnic boundaries do not
coincide and where ethnic kin inhabit different sovereign states. An
ethnic conflict in one state has implications in other states where ethnic
kin are located. If a group that is divided by Slate boundaries has a
common language, religion. and culture, it can be said that it is united
by stronger ethnic ties. The ethnic links that cut across state boundaries
provide a tempting oPportl!-nity for outsiders. The temptation lies in the
fact that a situation exISts that can be exacerbated easily, i. e.• a minimal
intervention thus produces a proportionately grealCr effect If an outside
pany has some reason to become involved, the prospect of a relatively
"cheap" inlervention will suggesl cost-benefit calculations in favor of
such action. Issas, Afars. Ben Amir. Ogaden Somalis. and others could
be mentioned in this context 13

In the case of Eritrea, it should be noted that the Ethio-Eritrean
problem is not an ethnic but a political problem. In fact. political
mythology aside. in the 1940s and 19SOs. the; majority of the ErilI'ean
people wanted unity with Elhiopia. To be sure, in lhe British
supervised elections of 1952. it was the Unionist Pany-a party which
campaigned nOI for aUlonomy, not for federation or independence. but
for unconditional union with Ethiopia thai won 32 of !he 67 seats of the
National Assembly, as opposed to 18 for the Independence Front, 15
for the Muslim League of the Western Province. I for the National Party
and I for the Independent Muslim League. Moreover, Unionisl slI'ength
was revealed on April 29, 1952, when the National Assembly chose for
its President the Secrewy General of the Unionist Pany. Ted1a Bairn.
by an overwhelming vote of 49 to 11.14 However. in subsequent
years, the faith and confidence of the ErilI'ean people in Ethiopia was
shattered when Haile Selassie's government abrogaled Eritrea's Uniled
Nations sponsored federal status, suppressed political parties, banned
the trade union movemenl, and reduced the region to a mere province of
Elhiopia. Even after the overthrow of the monarchy in 1974, the
conflict could have been resolved if common sense and sanily had
prevailed. but by and large. it failed. A number of reasons can be
suggested for the failure.
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First, there is the lack of dialogue and political interaction
between Eritrean and Ethiopian inlclleclUals and their inability 10
articulate their differences and provide a common framework for action.
In this respect. it could be said that some political cultures are essentially
imolernnl They prescribe rigid modes of behavior and provide no room
for differences. Individuals are expected to submit to the established
taboos, totems, prejudices and irrational fixations. Since one has no
independent beliefs, one does not also think of society's demands as an
infringement on one's natural rights or lawful Iibenies. Inversely, if
onc were to attain consciousness and introduce new ideas. the individual
could be constantly harassed and persecuted. Why'? Because the new
ideas will disrupt established feeling and thinking. Yet, it is such
individuals who help change society. Their absence has often meant
social stagnation.

The Ethiopian society of today is marked by. among other
things. conflicts between and among the elite. If. for example. the
individual happens 10 be an Amhara who sympathizes with some of the
deep feelings of alienation-real or imagined-of the Oromos.
Eritreans. or Muslims. he may readily be branded "traitor." If he is an
Eritrean who has difficulty in accepting the Eritrean People's Liberation
Front (EPLF) version of Eritrean hislory, his scholarship may be
seriously questioned, even if he is a university professor with a Ph. D.
in the history of Northeast Africa. If he is an Oromo who refuses 10
share the prejudices and irrational fixations of other Cromos about the
Amharas and Tigreans. his ethnic credentials may be placed in doubt.
In such a situation. analysis is oflen slanted to pander to a fixed truth,
and a conclusion cannot be cross-examined and verified through open
inquiry. It seems that reason alone cannot determine political
convictions. Emotions, passions, and blind beliefs are equally
imponant in fonning opinions. Yet, it is those individuals who question
the passions, who see issues on their merits rather than the sponsors,
and who refuse to assert things 10 be true merely because they conform
to an established prejudice or to some theoretical fad, who can make a
difference. They are the bridges that link. a society and who can serve as
a barometer of its sanity.

There remains the difficulty of finding a non-imperial legitimacy
formula, i. e., one that could successfully integrate the country with a
developmentalist rather than a preservationist policy. But the ability 10
incorporate dissent and to centralize it through legitimation was not
there. Moreover, the conflict also became an extension of the conflicts
in the Middle East and those of the major world powers. In the absence
of a CODUnon framework of discourse. both sides, therefore, resorted to
hislory 10 prove their points of view. While one side searched for an
a~sw.er to an existing problem in the diSlant past, the other side
disnussed the past and insisted on an immediate solution to the conflict.
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In the process, to borrow the words of Bernard Lewis, "history has
been menaced by an attirude which regards the past as another region to
be 'liberated' by assault, and scholarship as another industry ripe for
nationalization." IS

For the rest of Elhiopia. however. the cause of instability in the
country had much to do with undue concenuation of wealth and power
at the center and lack of development opportunities at the periphery.
Given a commiued leadership that encourages much greater social
mobility that takes adequate measures to rectify regional disparities in
lite allocation of development funds. and that bas some political vision,
Ethiopia could have evolved inlo a stable and prosperous country. But
unfortunately, because of the political bankruptcy of its elitt. an elite that
failed to live up to itS historical mission, Ethiopia fell into the hands of
leaders who could not make the country's present different from its
past, and who left it in many ways worse than they found it.

There is also the present regime in Addis Ababa which calls
itself a provisional govemment, but whose actions and inactions
COnlrlldict the role it fancies to play. For instance, the right of national
self-determination to the poinl of separation has been enshrined in itS
political declaration and guarantees the right of secession from Ethiopia.
This policy has resulted in escalating demands for ethnic self·
delermination. Funhennore, perhaps to facilitate the task of secession,
administrative boundaries are to be redrawn to "reflcctR linguistic
groupings. 16 Such an arrangement allocates sixty per cent of Ethiopia
to the Oromos and Somalis even when their combined population is less
than one third of Ethiopia's total population. ll!e fundamental absurdity
of such a policy is that it fails to recognize the existence of millions of
Ethiopians who are products of mixed marriages, and who identify only
with Ethiopia. Are they 10 be stateless? Ironic as it sounds. the Italian
colonial administration, too. had issued a similar map in 1937 consisting
of five regions, namely: Eriuea, Amhara, GalIa-Sidamo, Hanar, and
Somali. The Italian objective was to weaken the resistance movement
by inlensifying ethnic differences. Since il was. however, found
unwor1r::ablc, the policy was abandoned.

The present regime wants to detach, for example, the provinces
of Humen and Wo1kai1 from Gondar and incorporate them inlo Tigrai.
The very same desire was also advanced as early as 1975 by the TPLF,
which claimed one-founh of the area of Gondar as Tigrean territory.

Gondar has a lotal population of 30 million, of which 185,000,
i. e., a mere 5% speak Tigrigna. But if the map is 10 be redrawn on
linguistic grounds, then il stands to reason that the boundary between
Tigrai and Eritrea, for instance. is an imaginary boundary. The
Tigreans. Afm. and Sahos never believe that they are moving into a
different culture and society when they cross the border. Hence. if the
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map is to be redrawn on linguistic basis. it would make more sense to
incorporate the Eritrean provinces of Hamassien, Seraie. and Mele
Guzax: to Tigrai than should be the case with Wolkait and Humen that
have never been part of Tigrai. It would also make more sense to
incorporate the Sahos and Afan of Eritrea with those in ligrai because
they are the same people and speak the same language.

But as far as Humera and Wolkait are concerned, we should
note that historically, the Tekezie river provided the boundary between
Gondar and Tigrai. In fact. as latc as 1847. Mansfield Parkyns
observed that while [Gondar) extends from the river Tekene to the
frontiers of $eMar [in the Sudan], the name Tigre is now applied to the
whole country east of the Tekezie. 11 Parkyns also identifies Semien,
Wogera. Wollc:ait, and Tsegcde as being governed by Ras Gebre. Chief
of Semien,ll and subsequently by his son, Haile Mariam who died in
1826. and then by his illustrious grandson. Ras Woube (c.1800
1867),19 who extended his rule in 1832 into Tigrai, Hamassien. Seraie.
Keren. and the Semhar province of Massawa.

Similarly. writing in 1868. Plowden conflJTl1s what Parkyns
assens. He maintains that the principal sub-divisions of Tigrai
consisted of Hamassien. Seraie, Akele Guzaie, Agame. Shire. Adi Abo,
Tembien, Endena, Waggirat, and Shilawa.20 Nowhere does he
mention Wolkait or Humera as being part of Tigrai. On the contrary, he
confirms that Semien, Wogers, Wolkait, Kola Wogen. and the others
were all administered by Ras Woube of Senrien.21 He also observes
that Wolkait was governed. before Woube, by his father. Haile Mariam
Gehre.

Under Emperors Tewodros. Yahannes. and Menelik, the
provinces had always remained paru ofGondar. Under Haile Selassie,
such prominent individuals as Ayalew Birru (Semien), Ayane Chekol
(Armachiho). Bine Zegeye (Armachiho). Amoraw Woubneh Tesemma
(Armachiho). Adane Makonnen (I'segede). Medin Redda (Wolkait)
governed these places.

Even in the 1937 Italian map of Africa Orientale Italiana of 1935.
provinces like Walkait. Tsegede. Tselemt. Semien, and Wogen all
remained part of the Amhlll1l. region in which Gondar was placed.

It appears that the regime wants to annex these provinces to
Tigrai for two objectives. First, to create for Tigrai a link with the
Sudan, for strategic reasons. The second is economic. Seut Humen
COntains one of the best alluvial soils in the whole of Ethiopia. In the
1960s and 19705, sesame, com, cotton, oil seeds. pulses. millet, and
sorghum were extensively produced on excellent soil. The province had
become the second largest cotton producing area in EthiopIa next to the
Awash Valley. The labor force had also increased from 13,000 in 1964
to 300,000 in 1972, and some 5000 tractors were needed for farming
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purposes. Agricultural production was so successful that for every
51.00 invested. the value of increase in crop production was $5.00.
Average annual earnings in foreign exchange alone had reached some
$350 million. Expens had also estimated that with the building of dams
and shifting into irrigated agriculture. produclion could be tripled.
These facts explain why the TPLF wants to annex the region to Tigrai.

It seems Utal for the people of Gonclar to give up lhese provinces
would be like commining economic suicide. In a series of letters
addressed 10 Metes Zenawi, President of the Provisional Government,
many individuals have strongly protested what they call "ill-advised"
and "misguided" action, which will lead to increased bloodshed.
Dagnew Wolde Selassie. former Ambassador to Yemen. former
Governor of Gondar Province and great great grandson of Ras Woube.
and Fentaye Asegu. a businessman. are among them.:22

In the Amharic daily. Addis Z~m~n of Ghinbot 15, 1964/May
23, 1992, the regime admits of the vehement and widespread opposition
of the public to the new administrative map of the regions and, as a
result, of its desire to revoke the new boundary setup. However, the
concerted TPLFIEPLF military campaigns in Northern Gondar, the
arbitrary arrests, the killing of innocent women, children and old men,
and the mass displacement of the population proves otherwise. The
objective is to change the demographic composition of the provinces in
question in time in order to facilitate future settlement from Eritrea and
Tigrai. To that end, a series of coercive proclamations have been issued
ordering the people of Armachiho, Tsegede, Tselemt, and Wolkait to
la1c.e fUiure instructians and administrative guidance from Mekele, capital
of Tigrai, mther than from the city of Gondar.23

The policy of the present regime has ominous implications for
Ethiopia's security, and could also have dire consequences for peace
and stability in the area. An ethnic fuse has been lit, and is spiralling out
of controL A wave of unrest and insecurity prevails in Bale. Arsi,
Southern Shoa, Sidamo. Keffa, Wollega. and Gondar. Some 150
innocent people, for example. have been murdered in Bedeno, Harrar
Province, of which two-thirds were Amharas. Renewed ethnic fighting .
is also going on in Eastern Ethiopia that has paralyzed even relief
operations. The Nuer vs. Anuak. Issa ys. Oromo, Oromia Islamia vs.
Amharas and Tigreans. Oromos vs. Harraris, Arars Ys. Issas, Muslim
Fundamentalists against Christians, an so on.24 In effect, the reservoir
of shared values and experiences. of common goodwill and
interdependency are dissipating to the point where the complete
disintegration of Ethiopia has become a frightening prospect. Indeed,
since ethnic identities are being state-sponsored at the expense of class
identities. the regime has created the conditions for the complete break
up of Ethiopia. Whether this is being done by design or otherwise is
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immaterial. But the fact of the matter is that Ethiopia is disimcgnuing
a disimcgr.uion which is also going to take olhers down with it. because
Ethiopia's brcak·up is not going to take place within the confines of a
sealed territorial container. The politically active forces in the area
which seriously believe that they can benefit from the destruction of
Ethiopia are lifting a huge slone only 10 drop it on themselves.

Eritrea has become independent. But what does political
independence promise it? The amelioration of the economic conditions
of the population. which ~uire incredible resources, is a necessary
component of domestic polincallegitimacy. Most donor governments
are giving priority, and righl1y so, 10 their own domestic problems.
Eritrea has few natural resources. It will not be self-sufficient in food at
least for a decade. Some 75% of the population depends on
international food and aid.15 lis agriculture has been devastated by
drought. There is a grave shortage of oxen. The Cony public seclor
factories are standing idle and ron at only one third of their capacily.

Over twenty percent of Eritrea's population is internally
displaced. In Asman alone some fifty thousand youth are unemployed.
There are also some one million Eritrean refugees who are yet 10 be
repatriated and rehabilitated. for which the country needs substalltial
foreign assistance. Much of the infrasttue1Ure was damaged by the war.
The government estimates that at least $2.5 billion would be needed to
rebuild the roads. modernize agriculture and revive small industries. So
fat. however. only $100 million has been pledged for the next three
years.16

Moreover. there is also the problem of ethnicity and conflicts
with the opposition parties. The EPLF is accused of doing everything
in its power to suppress and to liquidate any fonn of opposition, of
embarlcing upon an extensive scheme of extenninating all Eritrean
political organizations in the weStern lowlands and of arbitrarily
decreeing laws and implementing them without the consent of the
people.17

Wimessing the ascendance 10 power of the essentially Christian
dominated EPLF. the Arab countries are once again providing aid to the
Muslim-dominated ELF in order to help it prevail over its adversary, the
EPLF. Indeed. since Saudi Arabia considers Eritrea to be part of its
security perimeter, it is taken aback in the face of a Otristian-dominated
EPLF, which has also established official relations with Israel. As if
that was not enough, when Issaias Afewerki, the Eritrean President.
went to Israel in February 1993 for a health chock-up, the Saudis were
deeply offended.u

More ominous for Eritrea is the emergence of the Mujaheddeen
of the Eritrean Islamic Jihad, which declared war on the government in
September 1993. The Mujaheddeen has been engaged in fierce battle
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with the forces of the EPLF. To be sure, some twenty-five thousand
Erim:an soldiers have been demobilized. Most being Muslims, most of
them have naturally joined the ranks of the Erin-ean Islamic Jihad. On
16 December 1993 the Mujaheddeen attack.ed western Erirrea with lhe
help of volunteers from Morocco, Tunisia, Afghanistan, Sudan, and
Pakistan.29

The incident may be just a footnote to the evolving drama. but
certainly the beginning of independent Eritrea's tragedy. Issaias
Afewerki protested and appealed for a rational discourse. but in vain. It
would be erroneous to assume that radical Muslims or Pan Arabists will
compromise with an EPLF-led Erittcan government, and still less,
permit it 10 have Ronnal relations with Ethiopia. Israel. or the United
States. They did nOI invest so much in the "Arabism of Eritrea" merely
to settle for a non-Arab. and a non-Muslim secularentiry.

Although there are many imponderables, various probable
scenarios could be elicited from the current situation: unable to
withstand all internal and external pressures, Eritrea may simply
disintegrate; neighboring Sudan may claim and annex the eastern
lowlands; and the entire Red Sea coast of Eritrea could be annexed by
the Afar Democratic Union which has gone on record and declared its
intention 10 unite all the Afar·inhabited regions of the area.

By invoking the current regime's declaration on the right of
secession, the Dgaden could declare its independence tomorrow, and
establish either an independent state or join the Somali Republic.30 The
Issas could do likewise. In fact, since their Zeila Congress of 1960,
they have been dreaming of establishing an Issa state composed of
southern Djioouti, the Dire Dawa and Gurgura provinces of Ethiopia,
and the Issa provinces of nonhern Somaliland.31

Funhermore, the Afars may proceed and create an Afar state
consisting of nonhern Djibouti, northeastern Ethiopia, and the entire
Red Sea coast of Eritrea from Massawa to Assab. Let it be said that
with the creation of an Afar and an Issa state, Eritrea and the present
Republic of Djibouti would cease to exist altogether. Similarly, the
Dromas, Wolayiltas, Gurages, Harraris, Sidama, Amharas, Gumuz,
etc. may follow suit.

If this is what seems to be in store for Ethiopia, what about
Somalia? In so far as it is one of the least developed countries of Africa,
it shares Ethiopia's structural deformities. But beyond that, it has its
own particular problems.

Ever since the 1960 coup d'etat by nonhero military officers,
former British Somaliland has fostered deep resentment against
Mogadishu on account of being politically marginalized and
economically pcriphernlizcd.32 Mogadishu will never aceeptthis thesis.
To be sure, over the last three decades, the south had the lion's share of
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development funds and representation in the critical organs of the State
machinery. To this deep feeling of alienation was added Siad Barre's
orgy of killings and military excesses which devastated the north. As a
consequence, the north has declared itself the Republic of Somaliland.

Muhammed Haji. writing from Riyadh. expresses this with
some feeling: the argument thai Somaliland is nol viable either politicaJJy
or economically fails to convince. In the history of the two countries.
the south never supported the nonh. In fact, the opposite was true
during the thirty years of the "ill-faled union." The leading foreign
exchange earner of Somali is livestock. and thai is exported by
Somaliland. Bananas are supposed to be the second foreign exchange
earner, but in actual fact. it is the remittances of expatriates worlcing in
the Gulf. 85% of whom are from the north. thai is the second foreign
exchange earner. The north and the south were two nations before the
Europeans came.)) Moreover, if what is left of the Somali Republic
were to follow the Ethiopian example. this may give way to • series of
clan-based stales like the Mejencin, which is led by the Somali Salvation
Democn.tic Front (SSDF), Hawiye., Darod, Merchan. Digil. Rahanwin,
and so 00. In the fighting between rival clans, in the Mogadishu area
alone, more than twenry thousand people have been killed or injured
says the United Nations.34

The Sudan. too, is a troubled and inchoate state where the
attempt 10 achieve national integration continues 10 be a serious problem.
In this respect, the question finds ready expression in the distinction
between the North and the South. As Richard Gray explains:

The decisive. distinguishing factor between North and South
seems to be a sense of belonging which has its roots in history
and is conferred by birth. Completely isolated from the Nonh
until little more than a century ago, embinered by decades of
subsequent hostility, and administered sepuately until the
threshold of independence, the Southerner feels himself to be an
African, while the ruling Nonhemer is proud of his Arab
connection.35

The two regions fought bloody wars from 19~1972. But after
sixteen years of civil wu. the Addis Ababa Agreement of March 1972
was signed by the two sides. The South was granted regional
autonomy. a regional people's assemblr, and a high executive council
that made the head of the council the Vice-president of the Republic of
the Sudan.

However, when the northern provinces were reorganized in
1980, the South lost a portion ofits territory. 1be Southerners say that
this was a violation of the Addis Ababa Agreement. Funhennore, oil
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has been discovered in the South in commercial quantities. But since
refining and processing capacity is located in the Nonh. it has not
contributed 10 the peace oflhc country.

Racial conflicts. religious differences. and other factors that
caused instability in the first place. were never completely arrested.
They have resurfaced. The situation has also been exacerbated by
Khanoum's aucmpt to impose on non-Muslims Koranic Sha'oria laws,
and punishment in accordance with hudud, which provides for
amputation of limbs for crime and stoning to death for such offenses as
adultery. If Khanoum insists on Sha'orio, the sttuggle for aUlOnomy in
the South may well graduate into a struggle for complete independence
for Southern Sudan. with all its implications for Kordufan, Darl'ur, the
Bejas. and Hadendawas of the Red Sea. In fact, a splimu group from
the Sudan People's Liberation Anny is already in shape to fight for
Southern independence. Moreover, the Sudan's attempt to promote
political objectives outside: its oorders by non-democratic means and its
policy of allowing known terrorists and terrorist organizations to operate
on its soil are increasingly isolating it. Such a misguided policy can
only accelerate the process of internal disintegration.

The Question of Viability

If the forces of disintegration succeed, the existing four
countties of the Hom of Africa may give way to one hundred and one
others. Whether they will be viable or not will largely be detennmed by
such questions as the existence of exploitable natural resources,
population size and density, agriculture, political leadership, ability to
borrow from abroad, literacy, cost of energy, level of urbanization, and
so on. Indeed, economists suggest that minimum requirements for
economic viabilhy in developing countries include a population size of at
least 10 to 15 million people,36 a reasonably low population ~tc, and
vast improvements in agriculture before or accompanying early
industtialization,37 increased availability of health services for more and
more people, increased savings-in shon, capturing the industrial
revolution and building vast political, economic and social institutions
just to survive in a rapidly changing world. To say that none of them
would be viable would only be to state the obvious. After all, the thiny
six least developed countties. or the Fourth World-most of whom are
in Africa-far from developing are actually stagnating or declining.
They are requiring more and IJIOl'e importation of food merely to feed
the population. In the process, they use wealth that could otherwise
have' been spent on development. They are also seeking outright
charity. In 1981, the EEC agreed to establish for LDCs an aid target
reaching 0.15% of GNP. H a fifth world were now to emerge out of
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the disintegration of some of these kast developed countries., it will not
bring with it the millennium. It can only help to increase poverty.
Hence. as Harold Laski once remarked. "no geographical boundaries.
however drawn. can possibly give territOrial autonomy to each group of
persons claiming distinctive characteristics. nor on economic grounds
would such separation be desirable."31

If civil and religious wars are to be avoided. and if foreign
interl'erence in the affairs of the peoples of the sub-region is 10 diminish.
the lemlOrial integrity of the countries of the sub-region would have 10
be maintained, but their adminisb"ltive. economic and political struetw"es
would have to be made responsive to development needs and
requirements, to the hopes and aspirations of their peoples, and to the
CIUtion a moch greater social mobility.

Toward Federalism

Despite the claims of the champions of "ethnicity" and
~secession." in the case of Ethiopia, for example. one could argue that
as a result of migrations, interactions. conquests, trade, intcnnarriage.
etc. the diverse peoples of that country have created a geographic and
cultural unit.39 One might even argue that the concept of "ethnicity" has
little meaning as a guide to the grouping of peoples in Ethiopia:iO In
faa. there have never been periods in history when WIll'S were fought in
Ethiopia on ethnic basis. The fact that people professed different
religions, or spoke different languages. has never been a serious barrier
to living together. To look at Ethiopia's problems as strictly ethnic
would, therefore. be to miss the point. As Clapham pc:ninently
observes. political exclusion and marginaliution does in fact provide a
better guide than elhnicity to the incidence of insurgency."1 Moreover.
the inspiring "cause~ in Ethiopian history has never been ethnicity. but
regionalism-regionalism based on history. economic. and particularly
local forms of life which gave pride of place and regional ethos. The
solution to the problem, therefore, lies in retaining the principles of
regional autonomy. not in proposing ethnic autonomy. We should nOte
that one huncim;t years ago. Oromos were not Oromos but Gugi, Ani,
or Boran. Fony years ago. Eritreans were not Eritreans. but
Hamassien. Seraie. or Akele Guzaie. Similarly. the Amharas were
Gonderes or Gojames fIrSt before considering themselves as Amharas.

The process of bantustanization to which the country is presently
subjected and the attempt to make territorial boundaries follow ethnic
lines are nothing but a recipe for increased disaster. Ethiopia is a
country where natural resources are not evenly distributed. The Afar
region, for instance, has rock salt. potash deposits along with
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geolhermal energy. cobalt. chromium, nickel, and the huge commercial
farms of the Awash Valley that produce cotton. sugar cane, tobacco,
and a variety of fruits and vegetables. The Ggaden region has natural
gas, petroleum, hydro-electticity, and the potentially irrigable huge
lands of the Wabi Shebelle and the luba basins. The Crome region
produces coffee. tea, several types of grains. livestock products,
cement, gold, platinum. mica. coal. iron. as well as a variety of other
products. If the existing anangemenl were to prevail. those regions
with favorable resource endowments would develop faster and
evcnlually dominate the weaker regions. To compartmentalize such a
country on a linguistic basis would. therefore. be a cosily mistake. It
will impede the optimum harnessing of human and non-human
resources. It will be a serious barrier 10 factor mobility. It will also
foster parochial relationships and slow down the development of
rational and efficient forms of polilical and economic administtation.
One should draw the necessary conclusions from the Yugoslav
experience. Hence. it may be better to go back to the administtative
boundaries of the provinces of Ethiopia as they existed prior to 1974·
1975 (see map). Admilted1y. some changes and modifications can be
made here and there on economic and administtative grounds. But by
and large. it would be advisable to make the provinces ethnically
heterogeneous rather than homogeneous.42 Ethiopia i1self is a
heterogeneous country. It consists of some sixty-three language
groups. The provinces can only reflect this reality. Similarly, the
natural resources of the country do not belong to this or that ethnic
group, but to the 50 million Ethiopians. .

A joint Ethio-Eritrean Ministerial consultative meeting which
took place in Asman on September 22·27. 1993 reached agreement on a
wide range of issues: economic. social. agricultural, energy.
environment, monetary and financial, technical and scientific, security.
defense. and foreign affairs. These mutual interests are to be pursued
through joint projects and ventures to promote the gradual evolution of
the two economics and societies into a higher level of integration.
Agreement was also reached whereby Ethiopians and Eritreans are
allowed to move freely in both countries without entry and exit visas.
and to reside in each other's country for an unlimited period of time.43
The government also proposed a confederal relationship with
Ethiopia.44

In a recent interview with the Kuwait newspaper. Al·Watall,
lssaias Afewerki also disowned the Arabism of his country. dismissed
the idea of Eritrea joining the Arab League as quite "suange," and
reiterated the fact that there is no difference between Ethiopia and
Eritrea.4s If there are no differences between Ethiopians and Eritreans,
and rightly so, if the aim of the leaders is indeed to promote a higher
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Ethiopian Provinces
(as they existed prior to 1974)
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level of integration between the two economies and societies, why then
dismantle existing arrangements? Why disintegrate what has already
been integrated? Instead of proposing a confederation, why not settle
for a federation? For this reason, conditions should be such that the
idea of restoring Eritrea's fonner federal status should be earnestly
contested, vigorously debated, and defended with equal talent and
energy. But the question is: does such a condition exist? Does
Ethiopian nationalism have an opponunity for political action in today's
Eritrea? In any event, the same federal status would have to be extended
to Tigrai. Shoat Gondar. Wollega. Sidamo, Harrar. etc. in order to
make Ethiopia a federal republic. Such a move will go a long way to
restore the historically decentralized governmental and economic
structure in which the provinces enjoyed a high degree of autonomy
from the imperial center and functioned in the form of a federation.46

With regard to Somalia, we could also say the following: many
in Nonhern Somaliland feel thaI their region's future must lie in close
association with Djibouti and Ethiopia rather than with southern and
cenb1ll Somalia.47 There is some merit to this argument. The economy
of Hargeisa and Berbera is more oriented towards Jigiga and Dire Dawa
in Ethiopia than towards Mogadishu which is some 1,800 km. away
from Berbera. However, it would be more practical for the nonhero
and southern regions of the Somali Republic to form a federation. As
we shall soc shortly, such an arrangement will not exclude contacts with
Djibouti and Ethiopia. On the contrary, it will open the door for
increased cooperation and interaction between Somalia and its
neighbors. In fact, former President Abderahman, who contends that
Somaliland is here to stay, recently pointed out thaI all the countries of
the Horn-Somaliland, Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti, and [Sudan} could
establish economic cooperation and work together in many fields.

With regard to Djibouti, we could say the the situation in that
country has been aggravated by the destabilization of Ethiopia and
Somalia. Nevenheless, the essence of the conflict remains the historic
rivalry between the Afars and Issas. The once influential Afars feel that
they have become an underdog in their own country. In fact, since
1976, when Ali Aref losl power, the prominence of the Afars has
declined considerably. Their demands for political pluralism are nOI,
therefore, without some merit. In any event, Ihe taking of speedy
measures to address their grievances, coupled with the stabilization of
Somalia and Ethiopia, will, no doubt, help restore peace in Djibouti.

Finally, there is the Sudan. H that country were 10 be a secular
state and reorganize its administrative structure on a federal basis and
grant the south and the other regions such a status, the Sudan could also
become a stable country. Stability and a policy of good neighborliness
will create favornble conditions for sub-regional cooperation.
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Conclusion: Some Possibilities For Cooperation

Very few scholars have cared to study the physical, cultural and
economic links of the countries of the Hom of Africa. In fact. the
accent has always been on what divides them rather than on what unites
them. The four countries operate as separate Slales, but they are also
very interdependenL In physical chancteristics such as climate, soils.
and rivers, they are essentially complementary. They also share similar
ethnological characteristics and cultunl fusion. Common population
groups also straddle their common boundaries and spill over across
international frontiers.'"

While Elhiopia functions. for example, as a natural hinterland
for Somalia and Djibouti. Somalia and Djibouti. in tum, are Ethiopia's
natural outlets to the sea...9 Moreover, the harnessing ofcommon riven
like the Blue Nile. the Awash, the Wabi Shebelle, and the Juba--rivers
that originate in Ethiopia but which are crucial for the livelihood of the
peoples of the sub-~gion in terms of food production, nomadic grazing,
irrigated agriculture. senlement of nomads. afforestation schemes.
electri~tYJroduction and the like, require cooperation of the four
countnes.

Similarly, there is the Blue Nile River which provides 85% of
tbe water needs of both Egypt and the Sudan. The hydro-electric
potential of the river has been estimated at 172 billion hydro kilowans.
Ethiopia's development plans call for building four dams to retain
enough water from the 3.8 billion cubic meters of water which annually
flows out to the Sudan and Egypt, and to develop one million acres of
land through irrigation and to settle four million fanners. 51 Because of
the excess hydro eleeoicity that can be generated. export to the Sudan
should be feasible. The sharing of water, the construction of roads for
trade and communication purposes, and other areas of development
require close cooperation between Sudan and Ethiopia. The Red Sea is
also another area which provides new opportuniues for cooperation.
The Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
(PTA) is to stan the construction of railway lines connecting Addis
Ababa with Khanoum and a road between Qedaref (Sudan) and Dob
(Ethiopia).52 Likewise, areas forcoopention between Somalia and the
Sudan, between Djibouti and Somalia. and between the Sudan and
Djibouti could be undertaken.

lbe East African Economic Community is often cited as a case
to prove that economic cooperation and integration would nOl work in
Africa. But what is conveniently overlooked and forgotten is that the
Community failed not because it was African but because it was
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conceived, manned. and run by lhe British in the interest of Britain.
The benefitS of cooperation were nOl: also fairly disDibuled. but largely
favored Kenya. Uganda and Tanganyika (Tanzania) became raw
material producers and 5upplim to a rapidly industrializing Kenya. The
countries of the Hom of Africa can benefit from the experiences of the
East African Economic Community, in the sense thaI they should avoid
the mistakes. The idea of cooperation and integration must originate
from them. The projects must have a direct bearing on their growth and
development effons. They should also playa part in financing the
projects. If external aid were to be required, the sources of aid should
be diversified. The execution of the projects should involve, to a
substantial extent, local technicians and expens. Moreover. the less
developed in the group should be granted extensive advantages in
accordance wilh the principle lhat "backward" members shoold be
ravomt at the beginning in order to achieve a balance thereafter. In this
way. these countries can assist in carrying OUt the economic programs
of the PTA.

l(Allhc time of writinl.J Ethiopia alone has VI million droughl victims. There are
also 2 million rduaees from Somalia scalltZCd througOOut the Hom of Africa.
2The criteria wablished by the Unhed Nltions 10 dclcnnine such I Slatus include:
very low per capill GDP,I kJw me ofccooornic powth; embryonic health services;
very short liCe exPCCllnCy; lilCraCy rile of less thin 2O'lI for the populalion over 15
yeatS of lie; low educational opponunities: sbortIge of clean drinking WItCf:
dcpcDdcncc on one or two export aops: IIld manufaCturing representing kss !bin
l~otGDP.
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